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The “Pro-Inflation” PR Campaign
The Fed’s March FOMC minutes have confirmed
what I have been stating for the last two months:
The Fed is “officially” in the bubble business.

April 26 2019
SHORT-TERM ISSUES
• The Fed explicitly embraces a probubble policy.
• The White House wants a rate cut.

Bloomberg notes:
Some Federal Reserve policy makers
seem resigned to running a heightened
risk of asset bubbles and other financial
excesses as they seek to keep the economic
expansion going.
That’s one of the messages tucked inside the
minutes of the Federal Open Market
Committee’s March 19-20 policy making
meeting.
“A few participants observed that the
appropriate path for policy, insofar as it
implied lower interest rates for longer
periods of time, could lead to greater
financial stability risks,’’ according to the
minutes, published April 10.
Chairman Jerome Powell could be one of
those officials. He’s publicly pointed out that
the last two expansions ended not in a burst
of inflation, but in financial froth, first a dotcom stock market boom, then a housing
bubble.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles
/2019-04-23/fed-seems-resigned-to-bubblerisk-in-effort-to-extend-expansion
“Greater financial stability risks” is Fed-speak for
“bubbles.”
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INTERMEDIATE-TERM
ISSUES
• Inflationary pressures to squeeze
profit margins.
• An inflationary spike to hit later
this year.

LONG-TERM ISSUES
• A Crisis worse than 2008.
• Eventual market collapse of 50%+
in real terms.
• Central Banks to implement NIRP,
Nuclear QE, and Cash Bans.
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So what the Fed is stating here is that Fed leadership is well aware that keeping interest rates
too low will induce a bubble.
The fact the Fed is stating that doing this is “the appropriate path for policy” tells us explicitly
that the Fed is OK with this.
Again, the Fed is in the bubble business. And it has just admitted this publicly.
This is truly staggering. Remember, as far back as the mid-‘90s it’s been official Fed policy to
deny that bubbles even exist, let alone that one can identify them as they happen.
So the fact the Fed is now stating that bubbles do exist, and that it is perfectly fine with creating
them by keeping rates too low represents a truly astonishing admission.
However, as I noted in the last two market updates of Private Wealth Advisory, the flipside of
this pro-bubble approach is that the Fed risks letting inflation get out of control.
This process is already underway. And we are getting clear signals that the Fed is preparing the
markets for an inflationary shock.

Before the Policy Change Comes the “PR Campaign”
One of the most important elements of Fed policy is that of “forward guidance.” This is
effectively Fed-speak for preparing the financial system for major policy changes via verbal
statements and leaks to the media long before actual monetary policy is changed.
Remember, the Fed NEVER wants to surprise the markets, particularly in a negative way. For
this reason, any time the Fed wants to begin shifting policy, it first floats/ leaks stories to the
financial media to see how the markets react.
I call this a Fed “PR Campaign.” And it is one of the Fed’s favorite means of checking to see how
the markets will react to a particular policy change,
We’ve already experienced one Fed “PR Campaign” earlier this year when the Wall Street
Journal ran a story that the Fed might consider ending its Quantitative Tightening program
earlier than was previously expected.
Mind you, this came out LONG before the Fed as an entity, or any senior Fed official as an
individual, had publicly stated the Fed was considering this.
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Fed Officials Weigh Earlier-Than-Expected End to Bond Portfolio Runoff
Next week’s meeting could yield more clues
Federal Reserve officials are close to deciding they will maintain a larger portfolio
of Treasury securities than they’d expected when they began shrinking those holdings
two years ago, putting an end to the central bank’s portfolio wind-down closer into sight.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-officials-weigh-earlier-than-expected-end-tobondportfolio-runoff-11548412201
This story was published January 25th 2019… a full week before the Fed actually met and
began discussing the potential of tapering/ending QT earlier that it had previously forecast.
In that context, the article was a clear “leak” by the Fed via the financial media to gauge how the
markets would respond to QT potentially ending early. When stocks rallied, it gave the Fed the
“all clear” to move forward with its plan of tapering, then ending QT.

Again, before the Fed implements are major policy change, it first engages in what I call a “PR
Campaign” through which it leaks its plans to the financial media to see how the markets react.
With this in mind, I want to note that the Fed is currently running a coordinated PR campaign
via the financial media to prepare the markets for an inflationary shock.
In this case, the Fed is pretending that inflation is currently non-existent (more on this shortly).
The reason for this particular angle is that by claiming inflation is nowhere to be seen, the Fed
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can start to loosen monetary policy despite the fact economic data is running strong (the latest
1Q19 GDP data showed GDP growth of 3.2%). So when inflation suddenly appears down the
road, the Fed can say, “well how could we have known inflation would appear like this? It was
non-existent before!”
With that in mind, Bloomberg Businessweek recently ran the below magazine cover. This was
not mean to be satire; they are serious.

Note that inflation is depicted as a deflated balloon of a dinosaur, suggesting that inflation is not
only weaker (deflated), but practically extinct (the dinosaur).
This is the start of a major Fed PR campaign to push for higher inflation down the road.
It is not coincidence that multiple financial media outlets are currently running stories claiming
that the Fed’s Dual Mandate (to seek maximum employment while keeping inflation under
control) is “outdated” and needs to be scrapped.
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The Fed’s Dual Mandate Is Outdated
Most everybody seems to be wondering what’s happened to U.S. inflation and why it
hasn’t returned in any meaningful ways as suggested by the economic models. The
answer matters to the Federal Reserve’s unique status as a central bank with a rare “dual
mandate” of maximum employment and stable prices.
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-04-23/federal-reserve-dualmandate-needs-updating

The Fed Should Raise Its Inflation Target to Boost Employment
…If the Fed had a higher inflation target going into the 2007-2009 slump, policymakers
would have been forced to respond earlier and more aggressively to the downturn, likely
shortening its severity and duration.
Moreover, policymakers would have refrained from raising rates over the last two
years despite signs that, despite a low unemployment rate, wages for most workers
had yet to pick up substantially, certainly not enough to make up the ground lost
during the recession.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/pedrodacosta/2019/04/23/the-fed-should-raise-itsinflation-target-to-boost-employment/#62ab29964c7c

Better Inflation Targets Will Help in the Next Recession
The current framework is outdated and harmful. Long live the dollar-spending target…
A 1977 law directs [the Fed] to seek “maximum employment, stable prices and moderate
long-term interest rates.” But recent experience suggests that it’s the first part of that
mission that is most in question over the course of the business cycle.
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-04-23/better-inflation-targets-willhelp-in-the-next-recession
The fact that so many articles are showing up saying the same thing (inflation is too low and the
Fed should aggressively pursue it) is not coincidence.
Put simply, the financial media is engaging in a full-scale propaganda campaign to lay the
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groundwork for the Fed inducing an inflationary spike by keeping monetary policy too loose.
The fact we are seeing this propaganda campaign underway right as the Fed shifts its policy
focus to allowing bubbles to manifest tells us that the financial elite are well aware that the Fed
is going to let inflation run wild.
Indeed, the entire claim that “inflation is dead” is ludicrous… particularly when you consider
what is happening in commodity land.

The Real Cost of Real Things Is Already Up Double Digits in 2019
Gasoline prices are up an incredible 60% so far this year. On an annualized basis this would
mean gas prices nearly TRIPLING this year.

Commodities across the board are up over 10%. On an annualized basis this would mean the
price of just about everything rising by a third this year.
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So, inflation is “dead”… as long as you ignore gas prices, food prices, and the cost of the raw
materials needed to build everything.
If the Fed continues to ignore this situation, and its recent statements suggest it will, then we
indeed run the risk of an inflationary shock later this year.
Now, add to this mix the fact that the White House is openly calling for the Fed to CUT rates
right now and things get REALLY interesting.
White House economic advisor Larry Kudlow says Fed should still cut rates despite
3.2% GDP growth
•
•
•

GDP grew by 3.2% in the first quarter of this year, which Kudlow called “a blow
out number.”
“The inflation rate continues to slip lower and lower,” Kudlow tells CNBC.
Kudlow says the argument for cutting interest rates was coming by the
Fed’s own metrics.

The U.S. economy is off to its best start to a year since 2015 and White House economic
adviser Larry Kudlow says Federal Reserve should still add stimulus by cutting
interest rates.
GDP grew by 3.2% in the first quarter, which Kudlow called “a blow out number.” He said
the current economy is in a “prosperity cycle” that “is gaining momentum, not losing
momentum”
“The inflation rate continues to slip lower and lower,” Kudlow told CNBC’s “Squawk on the
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Street” on Friday. “Even according to the Fed’s own spokespeople, from the chairman
on down, that could open the door to a target rate reduction.”
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/26/larry-kudlow-says-fed-should-still-cut-rates-despite3point2percent-gdp-growth.html
Here, the White House’s top economic advisor is calling for the Fed to implement “stimulus” by
cutting rates when GDP is supposedly clocking in at 3.2%
And here is where everything comes together.

The Dirty Little Secret About Inflation and “Growth”
The dirty little secret in all of this is that inflation is counted in the GDP numbers.
The official GDP growth number uses a measure of inflation called the “deflator.” The reason for
this is that inflation technically “eats” into organic growth… so you have to account for the
impact of inflation when it comes time to measure the economy.
Think of it this way… let’s say that the economy grows at 5%. That sounds pretty fantastic
right? But what if inflation also rose by 5% over the same time period? Then, in reality, organic
growth was ZERO (all of the increase was due to inflation).
But what if GDP growth was 5%, inflation was 5%... but you use an inflation measure that
dramatically understates inflation to just 1%.
BOOM! You can now claim you had REAL GDP growth of 4%.
Put another way, by UNDER-stating inflation, the Government is able to OVER-state growth…
…which is why I note that the latest GDP numbers used a deflator of just 0.64%.
So… at a time when the official inflation measure, the CPI, is at 1.9% and the Fed’s Underlying
Inflation Gauge is at 2.91%... the Government chose to claim inflation is just 0.64%.
THIS is what made the 1Q19 GDP number so strong. Had the Government used the official
inflation measure (CPI at 1.9%) the GDP number for the first quarter of 2019 would have
been…
1.56%
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In the simplest of terms, the Trump administration is using an EXTREMELY low measure of
inflation to guarantee that the GDP numbers hit the President’s goal of 3% GDP growth.
THIS is why Larry Kudlow is pushing for the Fed to cut interest rates soon. GDP growth is
nowhere near as strong as the official numbers claims.
This is ALSO why the Fed is suddenly downplaying the current state of inflation… to allow for it
to potentially ease despite the fact the official GDP numbers look so good.
Put simply, by claiming inflation is non-existent, the Fed can further “juice” the GDP numbers to
make the Trump economic boom look even better.
There is a final policy-based reason the Trump administration is claiming inflation is too low…

Presdient Trump Wants His “Report Card” To Show an A+
Trump Says He’s Thinking About Indexing Capital Gains to Inflation
•
•

Policy change would index capital gains to inflation
Treasury studying if it can bypass Congress and issue rule

The capital gains change would slash tax bills for investors when selling assets such as
stock or real estate by adjusting the original purchase price for inflation. The change has
been a longtime goal of Trump’s top economic adviser, Larry Kudlow, who says the
policy would spur job creation and economic growth because people wouldn’t be
taxed on what he’s called “phantom income.”
The issue has gained attention since Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said in July
that his department was looking at whether it could sidestep Congress and issue a
rule to allow capital gains to be indexed to inflation…
The inflation adjustment would amount to a several percentage point tax cut for
investors, depending on the type of asset and how long it’s held, according to
estimates from the non-partisan Congressional Research Service. Corporate stock
with dividends held for 10 years would be subject to an effective tax rate of 24.3 percent
under current law. That same holding indexed to inflation would be subject to a 21.4
percent tax rate, the group said.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-30/trump-says-thinking-aboutindexing-capital-gains-to-inflation
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If the Trump administration were to index capital gains taxes to inflation, it would be a
MASSIVE boost to stock prices.
It is no secret that the President directly links the stock market to his success. Indeed, the
Treasury Secretary has even admitted in public that the Trump White House views the stock
market as a “report card” on Trump’s Presidency.
So… we’ve got the Fed claiming inflation is too low so it can push for monetary easing… the
Trump White House claiming inflation is too low so it can overstate GDP growth… and the
Trump White House ALSO hoping to index capital gains to inflation… which would make stocks
far more attractive to investors and boost the market even higher.
The end result is that inflation is now a major policy tool through which the financial/political
elite are hoping to give themselves an “A+” grade.
Now we know why the “inflation is dead” narrative is getting pushed so hard in the financial
media. And this is happening at a time when REAL inflation based on commodity prices is
already up DOUBLE DIGITS this year.
Again, the odds of an inflationary spike hitting later this year are increasing almost daily.
The bond market is picking up on this. Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (US Government
bonds that are priced based on inflation) have recently broken out to the upside of a massive
triangle formation.
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Gold, perhaps the best inflation hedge on the planet, made a similar breakout earlier this year.
It is now backtesting the breakout. When this is complete, the next major Gold bull market will
begin.

I also note that the sector of the stock market that is best able to pass off higher inflation costs
to consumers, Consumer Staples, remains fully in a bull trend.

Now, stocks LOVE inflation at first… until inflation begins to eat into profit margins. Currently
we appear to be at the point at which most companies are able to pass of increased costs by
simply hiking prices.
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•

•

Kimberly-Clark and other companies are talking about how better pricing is helping
lift profits, and that’s a trend that appears to be popping up across consumer goods this
earnings season.
Raising prices as input costs rise was not possible in the years after the financial crisis, so
some sticky pricing is seen as a positive thing for the stock market, since it boosts both
profits and confidence.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/24/maybe-inflation-is-not-dead-as-many-major-companiessay-they-are-raising-prices.html
In this perspective, inflation will be a boon for stocks in the near-term. However, once it
becomes more aggressive later this year, it will put pressure on profits.
To recap, the financial and political elite are currently engaged in a “pro-inflation” PR campaign.
With both the White House and the Fed pushing this agenda the odds highly favor an
inflationary spike hitting later this year.
Certain key investments will perform best during this period. We’ve already identified one of
them, Universal Corp (UUV), and are simply waiting for its share price to enter our “buy zone.”
We’re still not there yet.

I’m going to be presenting other, similarly pro-inflation investments in the coming weeks. This
will be the key to outsized returns in 2019. I’ve already got a few on my radar, but their charts,
like that of UVV, are not yet at prices where I’d want us to buy.
They will be very soon however.
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This concludes this month’s issue for Private Wealth Advisory. I’m watching the markets
closely and will issue updates as needed. Barring any new developments you’ll next hear from
me next Thursday in our regular weekly market update of Private Wealth Advisory.
In the mean-time, if you are looking for a way to play short-term market moves or to get into
day trading for larger, more rapid gains, I also run a weekly options trading service that
typically holds positions for just 2-3 weeks at the most, and usually just a few days.
It’s called The Crisis Trader and it uses options to trade highly predictable moves in stocks and
ETFs for double-digit gains. Since inception, this newsletter has returned average annual
gains of 41%. We just closed out gains of 17%, 20%, 20%, and 21% in the last three
weeks alone.
Typically a subscription to this service costs $799. But I’d like to invite any of you to join
at a discounted rate of $499 (35% off the usual market price).
You can try it for 60 days. If you find it’s not what you’re looking for, you can email us at
support@phoenixcapitalresearch.com and we’ll issue a full refund no questions asked.
To take out a 60 day $499 trial subscription to The Crisis Trader use the link below.
https://www.phoenixcapitalmarketing.com/tctrenewal499.html
Until Next Thursday…
Best Regards,

Graham Summers
Chief Market Strategist
Phoenix Capital Research

PORTFOLIO UPDATE
Given the fantastic results coming out of the Tech sector, we’re closing out our Amazon (AMZN)
and Alphabet (GOOGL) SHORTS. Both of these companies will one day be excellent shorts, but
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right now the momentum is up. I don’t want these losses getting larger. I absolutely hate losses,
but at least in this situation the actual amount of capital we put to work was relatively small (as
is always recommended in our shorts) so the loss of capital should be minimal.
Action to Take: COVER your Amazon (AMZN) Short
Action to Take: COVER your Alphabet (GOOGL) Short
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OPEN POSITIONS
STOCKS PORTFOLIO

3/21/19

Buy
Price
$67.08

Current
Price
$66.22

WMT

3/21/19

$98.73

$101.53

3%

Apple
China Tech ETF

AAPL
CQQQ

4/5/19
4/5/19

$197.79

$204.30

$51.90

$50.93

3%
-2%

Uranium ETF

URA

1/17/18

$14.93

$12.17

-18%

Buy
Price
$120.24

Current
Price

Position

Symbol Buy Date

Energy ETF

XLE

Wal-Mart

Total Return*
-1%

BONDS PORTFOLIO
Position

Symbol Buy Date

Long Treasury ETF
1-3 Year Treasury ETF

TLT
SHY

6/27/18
2/7/19

7-10 Year Treasury ETF

IEF

3/21/19

$83.68
$105.66

$123.81
$84.08
$105.91

Total Return*
5%
1%
0%

PRECIOUS METALS/ MINERS PORTFOLIO
Position
Gold
Silver
First Majestic Silver
Gold Mining ETF
Gold Mining Juniors ETF

Symbol Buy Date

AG
GDX
GDXJ

3/17/10
3/17/10
5/12/17
6/6/18
6/6/18

Prices as of 4/26/19 at market’s close.
*Gains include dividends
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Buy
Price
$1,120
$16.15
$6.78
$22.64
$32.98

Current
Total Return*
Price
$1,288.00
15%
$15.04
-4%
$6.32
-8%
$21.30
-3%
$30.12
-5%

Bear Market Portfolio
Position
Emerging Markets ETF
(SHORT)
Japan ETF (SHORT)
UltraShort Russell 2000 ETF
Retail ETF (SHORT)
JP Morgan
European Financials ETF
(SHORT)
Italy ETF (SHORT)
Deutsche Bank (SHORT)
Etsy (SHORT)
Netflix (SHORT)

Symbol

Buy
Date

Buy
Price

Current
Price

EEM

12/6/18

$40.64

$43.88

EWJ
TWM
XRT
JPM

1/3/19
1/3/19
1/10/19
1/10/19

$51.08
$18.24
$43.51
$99.89

$54.90
$14.52
$45.80
$114.47

-8%
-7%
-20%
-5%
-15%

2/7/19
2/7/19
3/7/19
3/7/19
3/7/19

$17.81
$25.71
$8.66
$67.24
$352.60

$19.37
$27.93
$8.19
$67.71
$374.85

-9%
-9%
5%
-1%
-6%

EUFN
EWI
DB
ETSY
NFLX

Total
Return*

CASH/ CURRENCIES PORTFOLIO
Position

Symbol

Buy
Date

Buy
Price

Current
Price

Australian Dollar

FXA

3/21/19

$71.29

$70.40

Prices as of 4/26/19 at market’s close.
*Gains include dividends
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Total
Return*
-1%

